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6. Some consequences 
           of the big idea

1. The Big Idea
What, where, when,
      and so what?

2. Geographic 
     generalizations
     that add up to 
       the big idea   

5. Mode of
   spatial thinking

3. Thematic map
        that supports
     the generaliation

4. Map skills 
       needed to 
     read the map 

Topic
Other notes

Scaffolding Big Ideas in Global History and Geography

Topic
Other notes

Handout
    of 
topomap
symbols

Cannon
 weights
 1287 
pounds

Emphasize
proximity
   to DC

John Brown probably
planned to be a martyr.

Decisive battle was
  at nearby Antietam.

Harpers Ferry
is surrounded
by high hills.

  Many Civil War battles
  were fought for control
  of strategic watergaps

  Topographic map
      at a scale 
       of 1:24,000

Map of key battles
during the Civil War

Making a side profile
       of the terrain

  Noting local spatial
     associations

 Transition  AnalogyPattern

   Describing pattern 
of high land  and “seeing”
 the strategic watergaps

Regional map
at a scale of
1:2,000,000

Harpers Ferry is located
  where the Potomac R
    makes a gap 
     through a long ridge.

Harpers Ferry was strategically important
   during the Civil War,  at a national scale . . . 
             but it was impossible to defend at a local scale.

Harpers Ferry

Northern South America is not "Latin."

Resources are
 unevenly 
distributed.

 Tourism has become
   a major source of
  national income.

 Association

Lasting legacies
of colonial era

 Influence

  Oil, aluminum, timber,
   tropical fruits, sugar
        (coca, marijuana?)

 Region

Parallel streams
of various kinds
   of tourists

 Making/interpreting
    economic-specialty maps

Making/interpreting
  regional maps based
on language indicators

 Making/interpreting
   flowline maps
to depict movements

 Migrants are moving
to United States cities.

It's a complex challenge 
   for foreign policy.

Modern borders are
based on multiple 
 colonial claims.

Colonial history intersects with modern resources
  to produce a complex mosaic.

divergent
economic 
trends

Eco-tourism
    vs.
deforestation,
"mega- resorts"

Activity:
language
indicators
of colonial
history

   Caribbean
South America

The Ganges/Brahmaputra river system
     is a geographically isolated and flood-prone area.

Mountain "wall"
tended to isolate 
South Asia.

Tropical floodplains
   can support 
 large populations.

  Aura

Areas that have
  monsoon climate
(rainy summer/dry winter)

 Association

Extent of empires
  at various times
  in the past

 Analogy

Two maps;
   - Floodplains
  - Population

Interpreting area maps
  of empires, languages,
  cultures, religions

Identifying places
  with similar positions
  on different continents

Making/interpreting
   dot and area maps

Uncertainty about causes
 lets people avoid action. 

Flood risk is increasing
 (famine, arsenic, malaria).

Floods occur when
monsoon rains hit
the highest mountains
in the world.

(It is also a "canary-in-mine" about global warming.)

vignette:
Urban gardens
to feed people in
densely populated
country

Call centers
as indicator
of new links

English
language,
transport
systems

Monsoon Floods
    in South Asia

Russia is a huge but very high-latitude country.

Russia extends
  nearly halfway 
   around the world.

  Central planning
seemed desirable but
was very difficult.

 Comparison

Thin strip of arable land
between desert and taiga

 Influence

  Multiple time zones,
   great distances,
thin transport network

Transition

Cost/difficulty
 of maintaining
government control

Comparing maps
of transportation 

   Overlaying  maps
  of temp andrecip
to make arable “window”

  Assessing effects
     of distance

Costly entry into
  world economy

Breakup of USSR was
  amazingly bloodless.

Relatively little
  of Russia is arable.

"Long winters in nine time zones" can have many
       implications for government and land use.

Problem of
motivation
in command
economy

Expense of
marketing
oil from
Siberia

Russia

History of
expansion
across
continent

Gov't could
command
the resources
for space race

Silk Road traders chose routes that connected important places
   and where they could find food, water, animal feed, and safety.

People & pack animals
 need water every day; 
  food is easier to carry.

  Travelers are
vulnerable to attack
   by bandits & enemies.

  Association 

Distinctive products
(e.g., of  Rome, China)
and ideas (e.g. religion)

 Aura 

  Locations of oases
around  the margins
of the TaklaMakan

 Comparison

Location of Lanzhou,
Kashgar, Samarkand,
 the Great Wall, etc.

Interpreting seasonal
   satellite images

Making/interpreting
   a point-symbol map

Estimating distance
  from risky areas

Lanzhou today is on
  an oil-transport route.

Roman artifacts
  in East Asia

Silk Road

People had reasons
 to travel across
deserts & mountains.

Modern oil
pipeline
route

in central Asia

Few traders
ever went 
the entire 
distance

Malaria is a serious disease.

Anopheles mosquitoes
  carry malaria.

Mosquitoes thrive  
in places that get 
  > 6 months rain.

  Rain is brought
    by the seasonal
movement of the 
Equatorial Rainy Belt.

Association Transition  Model

 Locations of people
  who have malaria

Length of the
   rainy season
     in months

 Hadley
    circulation
  near equator

Making/interpreting
    an area map from 
 observations at points

Making/interpreting
   an isoline map from
 measurements at points

Tracing causes
of movements
in the atmosphere

Climate change has
Euro-American cause,
   African consequence.

Disease has effects 
  on regional growth.

Malaria

It occurs in specific parts of the world.
      It may expand as a result of global warming.

Effects on
transport,
economy

Difficulty/
of “proving”
causes of 
climate
change

Strategies 
for coping/
eradicating

in West Africa

 Range of mosquitoes

The geographic pattern of cities reveals a lot about the people 

The ancient cities have 
  a spatial pattern -
    a fairly thin line.

  The ancient cities
 are between the cold
  and very hot areas.

 Pattern

Symbols show locations
 of cities at a given time.

 Transition

  Latitude lines help us
   describe the pattern.

 Region

Colors show areas
with low or high

average temperatures.

   Identify the orientation
       of a line pattern.

Draw a line around
   a region of cities.

Making/interpreting
   a shaded-area map

  Empires started
at specific latitudes.

Trade routes connected
  specific parts of the world.

Ancient Cities

The ancient cities 
  “fill” a tiny fraction
     of the earth surface.

Different
modes of
spatial
reasoning 

Upon closer
examination,
the cities
are all
associated
with rivers
or seacoasts.

who built them. (e.g., They wanted to live in a mild climate.)
North is what people call a specific direction.

Places can be arranged
in order as you go 
toward the north.

  We can use directions
 to describe the locations
 of things around school.

 Sequence

Label on classroom wall
  to say “this is north”

 Transition

  Rooms in the school

 Condition

Landmarks
  around the school

   Naming rooms
in proper sequence

Facing north
when  it is named
  (Simon says)

Making/interpreting
   a point-symbol map

Northeast is between
   north and east.

Places to the north
can be close or far.

North

We can communicate
   if we agree on the
  meanings of words.

North
keeps  
going
beyond 
the wll

goes beyond the wall

Sun rises
in the east

Knowing that can help you find places.


